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Abstract: The goal of this study was to investigate the parameters affecting exergame
performance using multi-scale entropy analysis, with the aim of informing the design of
exergames for personalized balance training. Test subjects’ center of pressure (COP)
displacement data were recorded during exergame play to examine their balance ability at
varying difficulty levels of a balance-based exergame; the results of a multi-scale
entropy-based analysis were then compared to traditional COP indicators. For games
involving static posture frames, variation in posture frame travel time was found to
significantly affect the complexity of both the anterior-posterior (MSE-AP) and
medio-lateral (MSE-ML) components of balancing movements. However, in games
involving dynamic posture frames, only MSE-AP was found to be sensitive to the variation
of parameters, namely foot-lifting speed. Findings were comparable to the COP data
published by Sun et al., indicating that the use of complexity data is a feasible means of
distinguishing between different parameter sets and of understanding how human design
considerations must be taken into account in exergame development. Not only can this
method be used as another assessment index in the future, it can also be used in the
optimization of parameters within the virtual environments of exergames.
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1. Introduction
Balance is a basic human motor skill and is one of the most important functions involved in
maintaining normal body posture and ensuring normal body movements. Balance is an important factor
in the performance of both day-to-day activities and athletic skills, and people can typically improve
their balance by means of regular exercises [1]. The importance of balance to human beings can be
demonstrated from two different perspectives, those of health and sports. From a health perspective,
accidental falls, diseases associated with aging, and other problems can all affect balance. In the worst
case, falling due to loss of balance can result in accidental death. Age-related diseases and other problems
can cause deterioration in the sense of balance, limiting the mobility of the elderly; this narrows the
space of possible activities in which they can partake, resulting in decreased involvement in social
interactions and causing many other problems beyond physical disability [2]. From an athletic
perspective, athletes wishing to enhance their athletic performance must first consider establishing
balance and stability in their movements before they can achieve their full potential [3–5].
Many of the physiological signals collected empirically are non-linear, such as heartbeats [6,7], brain
waves [8], and the balancing state of the body [9,10]. The goal of non-linear analysis is to present
non-linear data quantitatively. Complexity denotes a state of affairs that one can easily appreciate when
confronted with it [11]. Piasecki [12] discussed the multi-scale complexity of binary and grey level
pattern characteristics. Such an entropic descriptor can be also employed to reconstruct microstructure
details [13]. Complex systems are neither absolutely regular nor absolutely random [14,15].
Thus, multi-scale entropy (MSE) [6,16], a recent method of measuring the complexity of finite length
time series, has been proposed. Entropy describes a measure of statistical or dynamical disorder, whereas
complexity rather refers to the structural organization arising in the system. Both terms are obviously
closely related, but can provide complementary information [11]. This computational tool groups data
points according to multiple different timescales to reveal repeated patterns, enabling the theoretical
quantification of the complexity of the data using a variety of measures of entropy. MSE can be applied
both to physical and physiological data sets; for example, this can be used to measure the complexity of
physiological signals during the process of inhibitory control [17]. Higher MSE values signify that the
signal is less predictable and information-rich, whereas lower MSE values imply that the time series is
more regular and less complex [6,16,18]. In recent years, MSE analysis has become increasingly adopted
to quantify the complexity of physiological signals. Many previous studies discuss the complexity
differences between groups to demonstrate changes in balance ability [19–21], while others explore the
changes in complexity under different situations within a single group to elucidate the effect of different
factors on balance ability [2,10]. Costa et al. [22] used MSE curves to show that diseased hearts have a
significant decrease in sample entropy on multiple time scales, indicating a lower degree of complexity.
Additionally, Cai et al. [23] used MSE to investigate the complexity of heart rate range. Such studies
have demonstrated that MSE reveals valuable hidden information by measuring signal characteristics at
various scales [16].
It is a relatively new to use a method for analyzing complexity in physics to elucidate hidden
information in physiological data. Entropy is a concept of complexity. Multiple entropy measures, such
as approximate entropy, sample entropy and multi-scale entropy, can be used to investigate non-linear
data. After a gradual evolution, MSE is now being used in clinical trials and human factor research to
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quantitatively analyze physiological data [6,16,22,24]. Gruber et al. [21] compared the time-to-contact
(TtC), multi-scale entropy, and traditional center of presure (COP) indicator methods to analyze COP
displacement data when standing still in order to rank disease severity amongst Adolescent Idiopathic
Scoliosis patients and healthy controls. Compared to traditional measurements and time-to-contact
(TtC), multi-scale entropy uses methods in dynamics to interpret changes in displacement data.
Therefore, the multi-scale entropy method provides a better understanding of the hidden information.
Busa et al. [20] indicated that compared to the COM or COP methods, multi-scale entropy, similar to
sample entropy, enabled a deeper understanding of spacial and time-related parameter induced
physiological changes in subjects in relation to sequences of times and posture control in an active
sequence. Duarte et al. [25] believed that multi-scale entropy could be used to analyse the complexity
of posture control during long-term standing as well as in the adapation of subjects to systemetic changes,
whereas the Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) indicator cannot be used to reflect adaption.
Currently, balance training is available as part of various exercise classes and in fitness and sports
training. However, these options are not appealing to all demographics; hence the demand for alternative
forms of balance training, such as can be provided through exergames. To this end, Sun et al. [19]
investigated how the parameters of a Kinect-based exergame can influence the balance control ability
and intensity level tolerated by the player, by analyzing both objective metrics and gameplay-based
player experience. Sun et al., used traditional balance indicators to analyze postural stability, including
Mean Distance-Anterior Posterior (MDISTAP), Mean Distance-Medial Lateral (MDISTML), Sway
Area (AREA_SW), and Total Excursions (TOTEX). Please see the Appendix for more details.
Traditional single-scale methods of analyzing time series ignore sequential properties that emerge
across multiple time scales; as a result, they tend to confound low-complexity signals with signals whose
order emerges across multiple different time series [26]. Costa et al. [27] mention that, in the study of
positional complexity, such hidden information can more effectively highlight the differences between
two groups, in order to assess the risk and to predict the effectiveness of medical treatment.
Busa et al. [20] also mention that, instead of using discrete data such as COP range, standard deviation,
or path length to calculate statistical parameters, it is more important to define the mechanism of position
control complexity. This investigation of the utility of multi-scale entropy complexity is motivated by
these observations.
In our previous study analyzing traditional balance indicators, the parameters of a Kinect-based
exergame were combined with balance training exercises, which influenced the balance control ability
and intensity level that players could tolerate [28]. The goal of the present study is to flexibly modify
the exergame so that it can be tailored to the needs of various individuals using the same set of
parameters. The exergame consists of virtual reality combined with the Kinect-based interactive
equipment and collects movement data objectively using a force plate. The adaptability of the exergame
will then be analyzed and explored using complexity analysis, in order to optimize the parameters of
video game-based fitness training routines, and to inform future developments in personalized training.
Thus, this study will achieve the following goals:
(1) Collect COP data using a force plate and assess the complexity of the displacement variable with
multi-scale entropy analysis to determine the parameters affecting leg movement during a
Kinect-based exergame.
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(2) Characterize the responsiveness of the complexity index to the manipulation of various exergame
parameters; for example, investigate how complexity varies under parameters corresponding to
increasing levels of difficulty.
(3) Compare the results of traditional indicator analysis [28] to those of multi-scale entropy analysis,
to determine the viability of multi-scale entropy analysis as a tool for human-centered design, or
as another assessment in the future.
2. Methods
Our study combined Xbox Kinect technology and virtual reality to optimize the parameters of an
exergame intended to boost physical performance. With respect to physical performance, in light of the
results of studies based on traditional indicator analysis [28] and multi-scale entropy, our hope was to
find the optimal parameter settings using multi-scale entropy analysis to analyze physical performance
and to use this information to guide the design of the game. To successfully train the user, an exergame
presents a particular set of body movements as a game. However, both the choice of parameter values
in the game, as well as the performance of the activity, affect the quality of the activity, and in turn affect
the results of the training. In light of this, the evaluation of the performance of the movements is of
particular importance.
2.1. Test Subjects
Twenty-three healthy individuals, 12 male and 11 female, between 21 and 30 years of age,
participated in this study, with height ranging from 150 to 180 cm and weight ranging from 48 to 80 kg.
All participants were required to obtain a full score on the Berg Balance Scale test to reduce their risk of
falling, and were screened to ensure that they had no medical history of central nervous system
impairments or relevant skeletal and muscular diseases; this made it possible to maintain a certain
standard for evaluating the intensity level of exercises. All experimental subjects signed consent forms
prior to the experiments.
2.2. Apparatus
The hardware used in this study included one Microsoft Xbox360 Kinect with an embedded motion
capture system; a 55″ LCD TV; a computer to install the Kinect-related software, including Unity3D,
OpenNI, Prime Sense, and NITE; and a computer with AMTINetForce installed to drive the force plate
and to collect center of pressure (COP) data. CP data were used to evaluate the intensity level of exercise
in terms of the subjects’ balance control skills. Based on the study by Perito et al. [29], a sample rate of
100 Hz was chosen.
2.3. Experimental Protocol
This work uses a Kinect-based balance training exergame, based on a posture frame that makes the
subject stand on one leg, as illustrated in Figure 1. The posture frame initially appears and gradually
approaches the avatar in the virtual scene. The subject then needs to assume a one-legged stance to make
the avatar pass through the posture frame without colliding with it.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the posture frame.
The design of the game parameters is described in detail below; the 1st and 2rd are for the static
design, and the 3rd and 4th are for the dynamic design.
(1) Offset of the posture frame: This denotes the distance between the posture frame boundary and
the avatar, which might have a negative effect on the stability of the subject’s balance control
due to a sense of tension induced by the posture frame, as shown in Figure 2. In this study, the
offset of the posture frame is designed with two levels, a larger frame of 10 units (a), and a smaller
frame of 5 units (b).
(2) Travel time of the posture frame: This parameter denotes the amount of time during which the
posture frame (PF) approaches the avatar once it appears. This is designed to examine the impact
of the subject’s reaction to the appearance of the posture frame on the subject’s movements, as
shown in Figure 3. Two values are used in this study, 1 and 2 seconds, respectively.
(3) Leg-raising angle: The leg-raising angle is determined by the height of an obstacle when the
individual steps over it, as depicted in Figure 4. This study has two values for the leg raising
angle, 45 and 90 degrees, respectively. This parameter denotes the amount of time during which
the posture frame (PF) approaches the avatar once it appears, the subject’ have one or two seconds
to go from a two legged stance to either 45 degree or 90 degree leg lift.
(4) Leg-raising rate: This parameter specifies the length of the time interval during which the subject
must go from standing on two legs to one leg. When the raising time is short, the subject needs
to reach the required one legged posture quickly due to the relatively high leg-raising rate,
whereas when the raising time is longer, the subject must raise their leg more slowly and maintain
their balance prior to passing through the PF.

Figure 2. Diagram of the frame width (a) posture frame with larger width; (b) posture frame
with smaller width.
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Figure 3. Diagram of the design of posture frame travel time to the avatar.

Figure 4. Diagram of the design of leg-rising angle (a) a raising angle of 45 degrees;
(b) a raising angle of 90 degrees.
The experimental environment was divided into static and dynamic posture frames, respectively. Both
of the frames had two game parameters, each of which had two different levels, resulting in four different
challenge levels for each PF scenario. Each test subject attempted each level three times in a row for
10 min. The researcher first chose the PF from either a static or a dynamic frame, in a random manner.
The selected PF then appeared 12 times, each of which was associated with a certain challenge level
randomly selected from the four aforementioned challenge levels, resulting in each challenge level being
played three times. Each experimental subject had to play the game 24 times (three times for each of the
four challenge levels for two PFs) in order to finish the experiment. All the design values for both PFs
were interspersed and randomly assigned within the aforementioned 24 challenges, in order to avoid the
learning effect.
The exergame is played via Kinect and requires the subject to maintain their balance while standing
on one leg. The experimental design is based on analysis from the viewpoint of a within-subjects design
and comparative analysis between different parameter settings of static and dynamic PFs.
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2.4. Center of Pressure (COP)
Traditional approaches rely on COP measurements to assess balance performance [19–21,25,27,30,31].
The COP represents a weighted average of all the pressures over the surface of the area in contact with
the ground [31]. For example, the diminished muscular strength of elderly people results in a higher
COP displacement, which is interpreted as more body sway. Body sway can be quantified in terms of
the components of COP path displacement, measured while the subject stands upright and keeps his or
her balance; these are medio-lateral (ML, X) and anterior-posterior (AP, Y), as shown in Figure 5. This
study aims to investigate the relevance of multi-scale entropy analysis to the parameters of a balance
training exergame, and to use the resulting complexity data to inform the design of a training program
that can be easily adapted to users of different skill levels.

Figure 5. Schematic of COP displacement path.
Forces and moments along the x, y, and z axes, namely, Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, and Mz, were collected
by the force plate. These data were preprocessed, and manipulated in Matlab to calculate body sway
trajectories based on Equations (1) and (2), which resolved the COP trajectory into Py (equivalent to
AP) and Px (equivalent to ML) rectangular components. Finally, the data were analyzed to assess the
balance control ability of the experimental subject. In the equation below, P represents the coordinate of
the x, y, and z axis, F represents the force, and M represents the moment:
Px = ( Pz * Fx − My) / Fz
(1)

Py = ( Pz * Fy + Mx) / Fz

(2)

Based on the study by Perito et al. [29], a sample rate of 100 Hz with a 30-s sample time interval
results in 3000 data points. Because there was some discrepancy in the exact location at which each test
subject stood on the force plate, each collected data point needed to be calibrated prior to being
manipulated and analyzed in terms of the four aforementioned COP metrics. As formulated in
Equations (3) and (4), the mean displacements along the anterior-posterior and mediolateral directions
were calculated, in which AP0[n] and ML0[n] represented the raw COP data along the AP and ML
directions at time point n, respectively:

AP =

1 N
 APO [ n]
N n=1

(3)
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ML =

1 N
 MLO [ n]
N n=1

(4)

Zero-point correction was then performed by subtracting the raw COP data with the mean value that
was obtained previously, as formulated in Equations (5) and (6), where N denotes the total number of
data points:
AP [ n ] = APO [ n ] − AP

n = 1,  , N .

(5)

ML [ n ] = MLO [ n ] − ML

n = 1,  , N .

(6)

2.5. Multi-Scale Entropy
Multi-scale Entropy (MSE) is a mathematical method used to analyze the complexity of information
within a time series; by using the entropy of different time-spatial scales of a computer system, it
provides a quantified standard for assessing signal complexity. MSE can be used to quantify complexity
in widely varying timescales; it is also worthwhile to explicitly compare the results of MSE used for
time series analysis to classical characterizations of scaling and self-similarity. Signals with a higher
level of complexity have greater self-similarity. For example, the complexity of the ML and AP
components of COP data is lower for healthy elderly people than it is for young people. This is because
the control of balance is weaker in elderly people and their body functions are in a process of gradual
decline; compared to young people, their physiological functions are slower to react, therefore their
complexity is lower. In the context of biomedicine, greater physiological complexity indicates greater
adaptability to the external environment; the reverse also holds true. This method is commonly used in
the study of physiological signals and pathology [19–21].
Costa et al. [16] proposed that the MSE method is based on three premises: (1) the complexity of a
biological system reflects its ability to adapt and function in an ever-changing environment;
(2) biological systems need to operate across multiple spatial and temporal scales, and hence, their
complexity is also multi-scaled; and (3) a wide range of diseases, as well as aging—Both of which reduce
the adaptive capacity of the individual—Appear to degrade the information carried by output variables.
Currently, clinical investigations and ergonomics-related research regularly apply MSE to perform
quantitative analysis on recorded physiological signals [16,19–22,24,25,32].
The calculation of MSE is based on SampEn; SampEn is a single-scale analysis and multi-scale
entropy involves analysis using multiple scales. Before calculating SampEn, we must define the
following parameters:
(a) Data length (N): the number of data points in the time series data. For the MSE method, the
suggested minimum number of data points for the shortest coarse-grained time series is
1000 [16]. Too few data points can result in large errors in the calculation of the regularity of the
data, and too many data points result in longer calculation times.
(b) Embedding dimension (m): in the time series, the embedding dimension is used to understand
the repeatability and regularity of the data. The higher the repeatability of the data, the greater its
regularity and the lower its complexity. It is typically recommended to set the value of m to
2 or 3 [33]. If m is too large, the comparison of data would become more difficult and lengthen
the calculation time.
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(c) Tolerance (r): a value representing the comparability among groups. If the difference between
groups is less than r * SD, it is defined as consistent; if the difference is greater than r * SD, it is
defined as inconsistent. SD is the standard deviation of the original data. Pincus [34] recommends
setting r between 0.1 and 0.2.
Having defined the parameters above, we can proceed to the calculation of multi-scale entropy. The
procedure is as follows:
(1) Transform the original signal to a time series in one-dimensional space {x{i}} . For example, raw
COP data represents displacement in two-dimensional space; through transformation it can be
separated into separate time series for the X and Y components.
(2) Then, with { y (τ ) } we can construct the time series for each scale factor τ. The scale factor reflects
the degree to which the signal is segmented to obtain an average. J represents the number of data
points in the transformed data, τ is the scale of segmentation and N is the size of the original
dataset. Costa [16] recommends that N/τ (the size of the transformed dataset) should be
at least 1000:
( )

=

1
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(3) We then use the formula for SampEn, which, being a measure of regularity, is the negative of the
logarithmic conditional probability that two sequences of m consecutive data points are similar
to each other (within given tolerance r) will remain similarity at the next point (m + 1) in the data
set, and take the logarithm (ln) of the resulting fraction, giving the sample entropy for different
scales, or multi-scale entropy.
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(c)

Let

−

,1 ≤ k ≤

−

( ) represent the number of vectors u m [ k , k ≠ j ] that are close to the vector

( ), ( ) ≤
(i.e., the number of vectors that satisfy
at a certain percentage of the SD of the time series:
( ),

=

, The tolerance level r is set

( ) ≤

( ),

=

()

( ) ≤

Finally:
, ,

=

∑
∑

(4) Finally, we can plot SampEn as a function of scale factor to calculate the area under the
complexity Index (CI), as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the definition of the complexity index.
Costa et al. [16] used the MSE method for defining a complexity measurement focused on quantifying
the information expressed by the physiologic dynamics over multiple scales. Having obtained the
complexity, more analyses can be conducted by observing the complexity curve (i.e., rising or
descending), or by applying the Complexity Index (CI) proposed by Costa et al. [27], which can be
calculated from Equation (7):
CI = ∑

SampEn( ) i = scale factor; n = total scale

(7)

It is sometimes difficult to compare the height of multiple curves or to tell whether there is a
significant difference among them when the curves cross each other. In such cases, the aforementioned
CI can be used, which is based on evaluating the area under a given complexity curve. Figure 6
demonstrates the Complexity Index, which is given by the total area under the complexity curve and
calculated by summing up the SampEn for each scale.
3. Results and Discussion
This study used multi-scale entropy analysis to compare the complexity indexes of subjects’
balancing movements under different parameter settings of both static and dynamic posture frames. The
multi-scale entropy analysis parameters were set to values recommended by Costa et al. [21]: an
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embedding dimension (m) of 2, a tolerance (r) of 0.15. Also, the minimum number of data points required
to apply the MSE method depends on the level of accepted uncertainty. Typically, in the previous study,
a time series with 2 × 104 data points was used for analyses extending up to scale 20 [27]. In this current
study, as a sample rate of 100 Hz with a 10 min time series normally contains 5000–6000 COPs during
the exergame, we used a scale of 5. All parameters were obtained from three experiments for each
subject, following which descriptive statistics were used to calculate the average and standard deviation
of the three tests.
Results for the static posture frame are shown in Table 1. In both the ML and AP directions,
complexity (indicating adaptability) is greatest with a wide posture frame and a 1-s posture frame travel
time, while complexity is lowest with a narrow posture frame and a frame travel time of 2 s, indicating
that subjects find the former parameter settings to be easier than the latter. In terms of parameter
selection, the complexity of the frame travel time of 1 s is greater than that of the frame travel time
of 2 s, indicating that travel time is an important factor to consider in adjusting the difficulty of the game.
In terms of the direction of movement of the body’s center of mass, the complexity of anterior-posterior
motion is higher than that of medio-lateral motion, indicating that for the static posture frame,
maintaining medio-lateral balance is more difficult.
Table 1. MSE results for different static posture frame parameter settings.

MSE-AP
MSE-ML

Smaller Frame
Width with a
Frame Travel
Time of 1 s
2.35 ± 1.04
1.63 ± 1.19

Larger Frame
Width with a
Frame Travel
Time of 1 s
2.36 ± 1.02
1.91 ± 1.33

Smaller Frame
Width with a
Frame Travel
Time of 2 s
1.58 ± 0.82
0.95 ± 0.62

Larger Frame
Width with a
Frame Travel
Time of 2 s
1.92 ± 0.74
1.10 ± 0.74

Units:mm (mean ± standard deviation).

Multiple measurements were taken to analyze the CI of the subjects under different static posture
frame parameter settings (i.e., different difficulty levels). The results are shown in Table 2. It was found
that for the static posture frame, MSE-AP and MSE-ML both demonstrated significant differences in
complexity for different values of the posture frame travel time parameter. Of the static posture frame
parameters, manipulation of posture frame travel time was found to cause significant variation in both
MSE-AP and MSE-ML. These results are consistent with those obtained by Sun et al. [28] for mean
distance-anterior posterior (MDIST-AP) COP measurements (see the Appendix for more details).
Table 2. P-values of MSE analysis for static posture frame parameters.
MSE-AP
MSE-ML

Offset (Offset of the Frame)
0.281
0.213

Time (Travel Time of the Frame)
0.000 *
0.000 *

Off × Time
0.300
0.566

*: p-value < 0.05

Results for the dynamic posture frame are shown in Table 3. In both ML and AP directions,
complexity is greatest with a leg-raising rate of 1 s and a leg-raising angle of 45 degrees, indicating that
subjects considered these parameter settings to be the easiest. In terms of parameter selection, the
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complexity of a leg-raising rate of 1 s is greater than 2 s, indicating that leg-raising rate is an important
factor to consider in adjusting the difficulty of the game. In terms of the direction of movement of the
body’s center of mass, the complexity of anterior-posterior motion is greater than that in the
medio-lateral direction, indicating that for the dynamic posture frame, maintaining anterior-posterior
balance is easier.
Table 3. MSE results for different dynamic posture frame parameter settings.

MSE-AP
MSE-ML

a Leg Raising Rate
of 1 s with a Leg
Raising Angle
of 45 Degrees
3.56 ± 2.37
1.93 ± 1.42

a Leg Raising Rate
of 1 s with a Leg
Raising Angle
of 90 Degrees
2.93 ± 2.27
1.32 ± 0.99

a Leg Raising Rate
of 2 s with a Leg
Raising Angle
of 45 Degrees
2.23 ± 1.06
1.46 ± 1.74

a Leg Raising Rate
of 2 s with a Leg
Raising Angle
of 90 Degrees
2.28 ± 1.08
1.44 ± 1.26

Units:mm (mean ± standard deviation).

Multiple measurements were taken to analyze the value of complexity index of the subjects under
different dynamic posture frame parameter settings (i.e., different difficulty levels). Results are shown
in Table 4. It was found that for the dynamic posture frame, MSE-AP varied significantly for different
values of leg-raising rates. Of the dynamic posture frame parameters, manipulation of leg-raising angle
and leg-raising rate was found to cause significant variation in MSE-AP, which is also consistent with
the results of previous work on COP indicators by Sun et al. [28], in which mean distance-medial lateral
(MDIST-ML) and total excursions (TOTEX) both manifested significant differences (see Appendix).
Table 4. P-values of MSE analysis for dynamic posture frame parameters.
MSE-AP
MSE-ML

Angle (Leg-Raising Angle)
0.412
0.254

Speed (Leg-Raising Rate)
0.019 *
0.443

Angle × Speed
0.349
0.151

*: p-value < 0.05

With respect to parameter design and difficulty level, the results of the complexity analysis indicate
that the posture frame travel time and leg-raising rate parameters affect the ability of the subjects to
adapt. Regarding the different types of posture frames, the performance indicators calculated from the
complexity analysis suggest that the dynamic posture frame facilitates balancing and accommodates
greater adaptability compared to the static posture frame.
By comparing the traditional balance indicators to the complexity index through the collection of
center of pressure signals to understand the use of complexity in human-centered design, we discovered
that there was no significant difference between the traditional balance indicators and the complexity
index obtained from multi-scale entropy analysis. Complexity is related to our ability to provide a short
description of a phenomenon [32]. Costa et al. [16] used the MSE method for quantifying the complexity
expressed by physiological dynamics over multiple scales. Higher MSE values thus signify that the
signal is less predictable and information-rich, whereas lower MSE values imply that the time series is
more regular and less complex [6,16,18]. Lower traditional COP indictors also represent a better
balancing ability. Here, our results showed the same rule; for both static and dynamic posture frames,
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lower complexity was associated with higher values for the traditional balance indicators. Although the
MSE-ML index seemed different from the traditional balance indicators for the dynamic posture frame,
the p-value suggests that this difference is insignificant. No evidence was found to show inconsistency
between the results of the MSE-ML index and those of the traditional balance indicators, indicating the
appropriateness of using the complexity index as a means of distinguishing between different difficulty
levels (or parameter settings).
When the complexity index was examined by comparing multi-scale entropy to the traditional
indicators of self-balance control, including MDISTAP, MDISTML, TOTEX and AREA_SW, we found
that even the traditional COP indicators were not consistent with one another. When balance ability was
determined from different COP indicators, different results could be obtained from the evaluation. When
considering the results of the dynamic posture frame parameters-speed, the traditional indicators TOTEX
and AREA_SW could potentially allow different interpretations of the results. These divergent results
inform dramatically different outcomes in terms of parameter design. Also, in comparing these
traditional indicator results to those obtained from the MSE analysis, it was discovered that MDISTML
caused a significant change in balance control (as measured by COP change), but MSE-ML did not.
Although the complexity of MSE and COP indictors keep to the rule, the results obtained from using
different indicators differed from one another and led to different conclusions.
MDISTAP and MDISTML had no significant effect on COP in terms of balance control. However,
when these results were compared to those obtained from multi-scale entropy analysis, we discovered
that both MDISTAP and MDISTML caused a significant change in balance control, as measured by
COP change.
Each subject was tested randomly in either a dynamic or stastic posture frame experiment. The
sequences of the four different tests were randomly generated, as it was discovered that the sequence of
a test may affect the subjects’ performance. As shown in Tables 5 and 6, subjects performed best in the
first test that was randomly selected. This observation was true for both male and female subjects.
A previous study published by Hung et.al. [32] investigated the complexity of psychological and
physiological changes in undergraduates and post-graduate research students after long-term internet
surfing. They showed that there was higher complexity amongst undergraduate students. Hung et al. [32]
suggested that this may have been because the undergraduate students were more entertained by internet
surfing than the research students. This may be because the undergraduate students were still in the
beginning of their university studies, where they had just begun to realize that a wide range of
information exists online and were therefore more interested in surfing. Similarly, higher complexity
was obtained from the first posture frame performed by our subjects. This may because our subjects
were more interested in their first test since it was their first time performing in a balance exergame and
their interest diminished as they were tested in the second posture frame.
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Table 5. Complexity of MSE performance of test subjects challenged to a dynamic posture
four times. Test sequences were randomized.
a Leg Raising Rate
Female

of 1 s with a Leg

Subjects

Raising Angle of
45 Degrees (PM0)

ML

AP

Leg Raising Angle Leg Raising Angle
of 90 Degrees

of 45 Degrees

a Leg Raising Rate
of 2 s with a Leg

Test

Raising Angle of

Sequence

90 Degrees (PM3)

The Best
Performance
Test

(PM1)

(PM2)

5.25869

2.811496

5.892542

2.16455

PM(2013)

PM(2,0)

c

0.868208

1.189067

1.130286

0.579494

PM(1230)

PM(1,2)

e

0.578581

0.227882

0.69477

0.582434

PM(2301)

PM(2)

l

0.874447

1.659434

0.61579

1.082984

PM(1302)

PM(1)

m

4.480645

0.787368

0.4631

0.565738

PM(0132)

PM(0)

p

3.159586

0.587987

0.860727

0.604589

PM(0231)

PM(0)

a

7.66499

10.43948

3.533666

1.296804

PM(1023)

PM(1)

c

1.487664

1.323689

0.92777

2.903727

PM(3012)

PM(3)

e

1.370527

1.745869

1.226729

1.18286

PM(1023)

PM(1)

l

3.194118

6.86539

2.539416

2.363516

PM(1023)

PM(1)

m

11.33735

1.731955

1.773966

1.846398

PM(0321)

PM(0)

p

5.897371

2.781045

1.625832

1.291054

PM(0123)

PM(0)

Male

of 1 s with a Leg

Subjects

Raising Angle of
45 Degrees (PM0)

AP

a Leg Raising
Rate of 2 s with a

a

a Leg Raising Rate

ML

a Leg Raising
Rate of 1 s with a

a Leg Raising

a Leg Raising

Rate of 1 s with a

Rate of 2 s with a

Leg Raising Angle Leg Raising Angle
of 90 Degrees

of 45 Degrees

a Leg Raising Rate
of 2 s with a Leg

Test

Raising Angle of

Sequence

90 Degrees (PM3)

The best
Performance
Test

(PM1)

(PM2)

f

0.674736

0.85155

0.299225

0.491154

PM(1032)

PM(1)

i

2.132251

1.128126

2.619524

1.387528

PM(2031)

PM(2,0)

J

1.589474

0.486658

1.209129

0.675377

PM(0231)

PM(0,2)

l

0.391238

0.335411

1.08763

0.359725

PM(2031)

PM(2)

Q

3.27169

2.210144

0.041206

1.180606

PM(0132)

PM(0)

r

1.136948

1.103727

1.343022

0.45476

PM(2013)

PM(2,0)

f

2.126205

1.543292

1.608031

0.552859

PM(2013)

PM(0)

i

4.266938

0.536438

3.327552

2.117834

PM(0231)

PM(0)

J

2.100599

2.023573

1.560657

1.803152

PM(0132)

PM(0,1)

l

1.849903

3.633918

1.785388

1.511883

PM(1023)

PM(1)

Q

2.064002

3.529003

3.405516

2.145454

PM(1230)

PM(1)

r

1.627763

2.770163

2.04816

2.773686

PM(3120)

PM(1,3)
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Table 6. Complexity of MSE performance of test subjects challenged to a stastic posture
four times. Test sequences were randomized.
Smaller Frame

Larger Frame

Smaller Frame

Larger Frame

Female

Width with a

Width with a

Width with a

Width with a

Subjects

Frame Travel

Frame Travel

Time of 1 s (PM4) Time of 1 s (PM5)

ML

AP

of 2 s (PM7)

Performance
Test

2.807041

0.800131

0.49223

0.564508

PM(4567)

PM(4)

c

2.856832

3.223783

1.620555

1.179054

PM(5467)

PM(5)

e

3.066809

3.429541

1.39168

2.020441

PM(5476)

PM(5)

l

3.40571

3.581397

1.08021

1.444286

PM(5476)

PM(5)

m

3.717184

2.462208

0.905431

0.683047

PM(4756)

PM(4)

p

0.980827

3.499324

1.22245

0.973401

PM(5674)

PM(5)

a

1.008593

1.712192

0.926326

0.922015

PM(5467)

PM(5)

c

1.419178

3.016837

1.584134

1.710214

PM(5764)

PM(5)

e

2.291959

5.224699

1.250506

1.269133

PM(5476)

PM(5)

l

3.957102

3.547704

2.31777

2.143899

PM(4567)

PM(4)

m

3.584933

1.80252

0.965174

2.234007

PM(4756)

PM(4)

PM(5746)

PM(5)

2.912515

3.139438

1.672746

3.044492

Smaller Frame

Larger Frame

Smaller Frame

Larger Frame

Male

Width with a

Width with a

Width with a

Width with a

Subjects

Frame Travel

Frame Travel

Time of 1 s (PM4) Time of 1 s (PM5)

AP

of 2 s (PM6)

Sequence

The Best

a

p

ML

Frame Travel Time Frame Travel Time

Test

Frame Travel Time Frame Travel Time
of 2 s (PM6)

of 2 s (PM7)

Test
Sequence

The Best
Performance
Test

f

1.598881

3.671485

1.50758

2.895301

PM(5746)

PM(5)

i

1.227865

2.995013

1.807266

2.487046

PM(5764)

PM(5)

J

0.361988

3.971029

0.641101

1.58386

PM(5764)

PM(5)

l

0.599678

1.389844

0.843141

0.968052

PM(5674)

PM(5)

Q

3.18901

2.069505

1.569167

0.963782

PM(4567)

PM(4)

r

3.262493

2.032848

1.020175

0.973401

PM(4756)

PM(4)

f

2.126205

1.543292

1.608031

0.552859

PM(5746)

PM(5)

i

4.266938

0.536438

3.327552

2.117834

PM(5764)

PM(5)

J

2.100599

2.023573

1.560657

1.803152

PM(5674)

PM(5)

l

1.849903

3.633918

1.785388

1.511883

PM(4567)

PM(4)

Q

2.064002

3.529003

3.405516

2.145454

PM(5476)

PM(5)

r

1.627763

2.770163

2.04816

2.773686

PM(5467)

PM(5)

According to the dynamic postures in Table 5, there was higher complexity for most subjects,
regardless of gender, when tested in a ML direction “when raising the leg to an angle of 45 degrees at a
rate of either one or two seconds”. This indicated that the subjects were better adapted to a leg raising
angle of 45 degrees, and additionally suggests that raising a leg to 45 degrees was either than raising a
leg to a 90 degree angle. When considering the AP direction, a higher complexity was observed,
regardless of gender, in most subjects when the combination of “raising the leg to a 90 degree angle in
one second” and “raising the leg to a 45 degree angle in one second” were performed. They could also
adapt much better. This indicated that it was easier to adapt when performaing leg raise at a faster pace.
According to the static postures in Table 6, female subjects could adapt much better to different speeds
regardless of whether they were tested in a AP or ML direction. This observation was more obvious in
the one second tests. Male subjects were better at matching the posture of the frame regardless of whether
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they were tested in a AP or ML direction. This was more obvious in tests that used posture frames with
larger widths.
The results of this study suggest that multi-scale entropy analysis reflects subjects’ adaptability during
static and dynamic activities. Gruber et al. [21] considered that, in comparison to traditional balance
indicators, multi-scale entropy explains changes in displacement using knowledge of dynamics and
reveals more hidden information. In light of this, they suggest including two directions of postural
control assessment in traditional balance indicators. The author inferred that this method seemed to be a
rigorous tool for the analysis of dynamic activity, which is consistent with the conclusions of
Busa et al. [20], in which multi-scale entropy was used to analyze position control during a static activity.
This study hoped to identify the parameters affecting activity performance in exergames using
multi-scale entropy. We first investigated the parameters involved in Kinect-based exergame
performance, then used the concept of complexity through MSE to define their control mechanisms,
rather than simply arriving at an understanding of the statistical significance of discrete data [20]. Not
only is this method useful as an assessment criterion for future studies, it also opens up new avenues for
exploration of the use of multi-scale entropy analysis as a tool in the design of virtual environments and
in the selection of parameter settings by elucidating exergame performance mechanisms.
4. Conclusions
The purpose of this study was two-fold: (1) to investigate the potential of an exergame for balance
training in healthy subjects; and (2) to evaluate how parameters would affect subjects’ balance ability
using multi-scale complexity analysis. It was anticipated that the findings emerging from this study
would inform the design of an exergame that can easily be adapted to suit different needs. It was found
that the results from the complexity index and traditional balance indicators are comparable in their
implications on the different parameters. The results suggest that this type of exergame lends
itself to the use of the complexity index to design training tasks. Our study is different from previous
studies that have used multi-scale entropy to discuss physiological and pathological events of
aging [10,16,19–21,24,25,27,32,35,36] in that we used multi-scale entropy to determine the parameters
that affect the performance of movement, as a method of data analysis, and as an assessment of activity
performance. In the future, the applications of the complexity index could be generalized to other
population groups, ideally covering a range of tasks and training characteristics such as difficulty levels.
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Appendix
Table A1. Different static posture frame parameter settings using traditional balance indicators.
Smaller Frame
Width with a
Frame Travel
Time of 1 s

Larger Frame
Width with a
Frame Travel
Time of 1 s

Smaller Frame
Width with a
Frame Travel
Time of 2 s

Larger Frame
Width with a
Frame Travel
Time of 2 s

MDIST-AP

0.77 ± 0.25

0.70 ± 0.18

0.97 ± 0.25

0.94 ± 0.29

MDIST-ML

1.98 ± 1.16

1.99 ± 1.16

1.94 ± 1.47

1.72 ± 1.32

TOTEX

53.98 ± 15.57

53.68 ± 17.28

53.68 ± 16.32

51.52 ± 17.87

AREA_SW

0.07 ± 0.06

0.06 ± 0.05

0.06 ± 0.05

0.06 ± 0.02

Unit: mm (mean 6 standard deviation).

Table A2. Dynamic posture frame parameter settings using traditional balance indicators.
a Leg Raising
Rate of 1 s with a
Leg Raising Angle
of 45 Degrees

a Leg Raising
Rate of 1 s with a
Leg Raising Angle
of 90 Degrees

a Leg Raising
Rate of 2 s with a
Leg Raising Angle
of 45 Degrees

a Leg Raising
Rate of 2 s with a
Leg Raising Angle
of 90 Degrees

MDIST-AP

0.47 ± 0.25

0.46 ± 0.23

0.52 ± 0.23

0.51 ± 0.21

MDIST-ML

0.89 ± 0.69

0.95 ± 0.75

1.18 ± 0.84

1.11 ± 0.83

TOTEX

13.93 ± 3.79

14.46 ± 5.29

24.94 ± 5.46

25.22 ± 6.09

AREA_SW

0.03 ± 0.02

0.01 ± 0.01

0.04 ± 0.02

0.04 ± 0.03

Table A3. p-values of COP indicator analysis of static posture frame parameters.
MDIST-AP
MDIST-ML
TOTEX
AREA_SW

Offset (Offset of the Frame)

Time (Travel Time of the Frame)

Off × Time

0.179
0.386
0.435
0.276

0.000 *
0.347
0.480
0.060

0.416
0.328
0.445
0.212

*: p-value <0.05

Table A4. p-values of COP indicator analysis of dynamic posture frame parameters.
MDIST-AP
MDIST-ML
TOTEX
AREA_SW

Angle (Leg-Raising Angle)

Speed (Leg-Raising Rate)

Angle × Speed

0.687
0.979
0.308
0.479

0.152
0.003 *
0.000 *
0.068

0.957
0.312
0.749
0.283

*: p-value <0.05
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